MULTIPLE CHOICE. Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) My favorite baseball team will win the pennant.
   A) Not a statement  B) Statement

2) One inch is 2.54 centimeters.
   A) Not a statement  B) Statement

3) All dinosaurs were carnivores.
   A) There existed dinosaurs that were carnivores.
   B) All dinosaurs were not carnivores.
   C) Some dinosaurs were carnivores.
   D) There existed dinosaurs that were not carnivores.

Use the following definitions to translate the statement into words.

p: The monitor is included.
q: The color printer is optional.
r: The zip drive is extra.

4) p ∧ (¬q)
   A) The monitor is included and the color printer is optional.
   B) The monitor is included and the color printer is not optional.
   C) The monitor is not included and the color printer is not optional.
   D) The monitor is not included and the color printer is not optional.

5) ~(p ∧ q) → (r V ¬q)
   A) It is not true that if the monitor is included or the color printer is optional, then the zip drive is extra and the color printer is not optional.
   B) It is not true that if the monitor is included and the color printer is optional, then the zip drive is extra or the color printer is not optional.
   C) If the monitor is included and the color printer is optional, then the zip drive is extra or the color printer is not optional.
   D) If the monitor is included and the color printer is optional, then it is not true that the zip drive is extra or the color printer is not optional.

6) ~(p V r)
   A) It is not true that the monitor is included or the zip drive is extra.
   B) It is not true that the monitor is not included and the zip drive is extra.
   C) The monitor is included and the zip drive is extra.
   D) It is true that the monitor is included and the zip drive is not extra.